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CHAPTER ELEVEN 

A "Good Enough" Alternative to the American Dream 

Unlike the hyperbolic heroes from chapter ten, the main protagonist in De Ballade 

van de Beul (1980, The Hangman's Ballad) by the Dutch writer Louis Ferron is an 

anti-hero. Howard Häuser is a third-rate Hollywood actor in the seventies who after 

more than twenty years of doing walk-on parts is offered his first main role. In a 

grotesque western film, named The Hangman's Ballad,1 Häuser plays Howard 

Häuser, a textile merchant-turned-hangman in the 1890s. The double use of the 

name Howard Häuser, for both the actor and the film character, already suggests 

that the western about Hauser-the-hangman functions as a mirror text for the story 

of Hauser-the-actor. This textual mirroring is even further emphasized in the novel, 

when Hauser-the-actor refers to some of his supernumerary roles in a conversation 

Hauser-the-hangman has with some other characters in the film. At this point, the 

primary and secondary diegetic levels are conflated. This conflation is far from 

arbitrary in a novel that interrogates the workings of representation. 

The protagonist-actor is a European orphan who emigrated with his 

stepfather Kaspar to America soon after the first World War. Initially he is a dedi

cated pursuer of the American dream. In Hauser's version this dream is made up of 

Hollywood imagery, ranging from a high-heeled and platinum-blonde woman with 

full lips to the endlessly blue sky. This irrealistically transparent blue sky, which 

plays an unpaid main role in westerns, symbolizes for the actor Häuser that 

America is the land of unlimited possibilities. He chases the American dream by 

attempting to make a career in Hollywood. In his younger years he believed that 

success as an actor would legitimize his identity as a true American to his new com

patriots. Häuser has come to realize, however, that the American dream only con

sists of "cardboard" (123), "inflammable illusions" and "the most false celluloid" 

(151).2 Hence, Ferron's novel foregrounds the postmodern dictum that (historical) 

reality is always mediated and conditioned by textuality (Hutcheon, Poetics 16). 

Häuser took the American dream for the real thing and misunderstood its repre

sentational nature. The idea that Häuser is painfully duped by imagery is an impor

tant strand of Ferron's De Ballade van de Beul. 

Related to the notion that the workings of representation is prominently 

explored in Ferron's novel, the genre of the western is used as an intertext to 

examine the correlation between history and good American identity. Häuser, the 

actor as well as the hangman, are characters who aim to do what they presume it 

befits good American citizens to do. In their endeavors to choose a civilized path, 

the two Hausers, as I will show in this chapter, misinterpret the wildness of their 

choices. The Hausers are initially deceived by dreams of unlimited freedom and 
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subsequently by its opposite, a too strict adherence to law and order. It is suggested 

in De Ballade van de Beul that his deceptions are an effect of the fakery and superfi

ciality of America, where, as one character says in a reference to westerns, "good is 

good when it says 'made in USA'" (200). 

In the novel, the simplicity of this slogan, seen as symptomatic of America's 

spirit of free capitalism, is discarded. I will argue that De Ballade van de Beul can 

ultimately be read as an implicit proposal to choose the "deficiencies and, if need 

be, injustices" (Ferron, "Tegen het Ideaal" 167)3 of Western European democracy as 

an alternative to the American dream of "rugged individualism." The two main pro

tagonists in Ferron's novel finally realize that they mistakenly believed that the 

American dream is represented in the western, a genre which conventionally sug

gests a clear distinction between wilderness and civilization. In De Ballade van de 

Beul, this distinction is critically blurred to offer a self-reflexive version of Winston 

Churchill's famous paradoxical phrase that "democracy is the worst of all possible 

systems, the only problem is that none of the others is better" (qtd. in Zizek, 

Sublime 148). 

The Relativity of the "Good of the Community": De Ballade van de Beul 

De Ballade van de Beul is a multifarious novel with a fragmentary plot structure. Its 

stories about Hauser-the-actor and Hauser-the-hangman are intermingled with 

(vague) references to past events of the double protagonist and with reflections 

upon various topics such as the history of the Schiedmayer piano, Hollywood, 

descriptions of commercials, the function of the sky in westerns, and the House Un-

American Activities Committee (HUAC). Another intermezzo concerns the descrip

tion of a performance by the travelling showman Jim Carradyne. His performance, 

which is part of the film The Hangman's Ballad, functions as an embedded text 

exposing a horrible misdemeanor committed by Hauser-the-hangman many years 

previously. Together with his friend Keegan, Häuser once raped Emilou, a young 

virgin in an impeccably white dress. Later in the novel, Häuser recollects that he 

and his friend, both European emigrants to America, believed that the young virgin 

represented the paradisical state of the New World. To them, America was the land 

of unlimited freedom and the innocent Emilou was, as the woman of their dreams, 

a synecdoche for the fortune America had to offer. They pounced on the girl in the 

conviction that they were exploring the wide country. In the act of rape, Häuser 

realized that he was committing a crime, since Emilou's eyes reflect his guilt. 

Many years later, Häuser decides to remedy his misdemeanor. He thinks he 

can clear himself when he takes the job of hangman, one of "the executors of the 

will of the people" (69), as a public prosecutor tells him. He thinks he is ranging 

himself on the side of law and justice, thereby intending to prove himself a faithful 

American citizen. He wants to cleanse his past by killing people for the sake of 
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society. He believes that a choice for American law equals a choice for the good of 

the community. 

Like the executioner in the film The Hangman's Ballad, the actor Häuser is 

also burdened with guilt due to the memory of an evil act. At one point in the novel, 

a girl gives the actor a blow-job while he recounts how, as a GI, he and a company 

of other US soldiers, had visited a night-club in Berlin, near the end of World War 

II. They were dressed in uniforms, which they had seized from the German SS. 

They had planned to "teach the filthy Nazi-scum a lesson" (165) and tortured the 

girls in the night-club. Häuser held himself aloof from the brutalities, but the leader 

of the group ordered him to rape one of the girls, nota bene a girl, it is suggested, of 

Jewish origin. The recollection stops here, since the girl giving him a blow-job, 

apparently disinterested in his story, starts to berate Häuser for his sudden ejacula

tion. 

Instead of confessing his guilt in court, Häuser attempts to make a name for 

himself in Hollywood. As a rising actor during the McCarthy-period, he informs 

HUAC of the activities of two directors, a journalist, and a script-writer named Sam 

Stein. In telling HUAC about them, Häuser had hoped to advance his career as cow

boy-actor and to do his duty as a good and faithful American citizen by being loyal 

to the McCarthyites. 

There is a striking parallel between the hangman and the actor. With his 

friend Keegan, Hauser-the-hangman emigrated to America, the land of the free. 

Overwhelmed by the country's promise of purity, he permitted himself to rape a 

young virgin. In the company of fellow-soldiers, Hauser-the-actor was an American 

GI dragged into abusing girls in a Berlin night-club during the vengeful euphoria 

accompanying the liberation of Europe from the Nazi terror. Prompted by ideas of 

total freedom, the hangman as well as the actor over-indulge in wild acts. 

Stimulated by a vague sense of guilt, the two Hausers attempt to right the wrongs 

they have committed. In the hope of deserving American citizenship, they decide to 

be as loyal as possible to the interests of their new fatherland. Hence, their surren

der to wild freedom slips into its opposite, that is, transforms into a strict devotion 

to law and order. Hauser-the-hangman fulfils his "duty" in the name of the consti

tutional state. Hauser-the-actor performs his "duty" by being helpful to 

McCarthyites, who present themselves at the time as more patriotic than their own 

government. 

The two Hausers make a similar mistake. The actor misjudges the fickle 

nature of dedicated patriotism. In chapter five I pointed out that the McCarthyites 

were fully committed to their cause of eradicating domestic communism, but 

historically their position turned out to be false. In a naive imitation of the 

McCarthyites, Häuser had meant to serve his country, but he performed his "duty" 

at the expense of people who like himself were working in the film industry. His 
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charges against presumed communists had seemed an opportunity for Häuser to 

prove his love of America, but he only received negative criticism from his 

colleagues for his cowardice. Later, Häuser wants to set the record straight with the 

script-writer Sam Stein who, in contrast to Häuser himself, has risen to great fame 

in Hollywood, but Stein ignores him. 

Like the actor, the hangman has realized too late that he is deluded by the 

spell of good Americanness. He cuts a foolish figure during his first hanging, which 

happens to take place in his former home town San Ramon. Häuser acts so clumsi

ly that he is mistreated by the lookers-on. His humiliation teaches him that his 

attachment to law and order is no guarantee of good heroism. Formally, he may 

have acted correctly in his role as executioner, since his victim was legally senten

ced to death. In terms of justice, however, he acted wrongly, for he hanged, as he 

admits, an "innocent bumpkin" (119). Like the actor, the hangman discovers that, 

contrary to his expectations, there is no universally applicable good of the commu

nity. The fact that he embraces the principles of law and order does not automati

cally justify the rightfulness of his actions. I can further illustrate Hauser's failure 

by juxtaposing his hangings with the model scenario from The Virginian (see chap

ter ten). In Wister's novel, the Virginian acts as a hangman in order to remedy an 

injustice committed in the absence of law. By contrast, in Ferron's novel, Häuser 

acts as a hangman in order to execute the law without bothering about questions of 

(in)justice. Unlike the regular western hero, Häuser privileges law over justice, 

which makes him an anti-hero. 

Each of the two Hausers is thwarted by a character who wants to take 

revenge on him. After his first hanging, Häuser is followed by a tiny little dot during 

his subsequent executions (135). His persecutor turns out to be the hanged man's 

best friend Butler, whose eyes are "as blue as the sky above the Mojave desert" (92). 

In a special "addendum" Butler is described as a true western hero "to whom every 

fist-fight or gunbattle is permitted, since his sympathetic look is a token of the good 

cause he represents" (213). Whereas hangman Hauser's acts are determined by 

obscure influences from the past, Butler is motivated by simple feelings of revenge, 

perceptible to everyone (213-14). Nevertheless, the structure of the bad guy repre

senting law and the good guy representing justice is simultaneously complicated in 

the film-within-the-novel. Butler's initial strategy is to incite Häuser and to see him 

choke with fear instead of granting him the honor of dying in a fair fight (212). At 

the end, however, the hangman seems to have lost his fear after he has come to 

understand that he actually is a "trash hangman" and a "jesting figure" (211). 

Hauser's change of heart forces Butler to revise his strategy. Butler is confronted 

with a deadlock that confuses a simple hero like him. He asks himself whether his 

high-handedness is not as illegitimate as Hauser's too servile devotion to the law. 

Since he cannot properly answer this question, he sighs that this implies that the 
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"honest western goes to the dogs" (214). 

The final images of the film, which remains unfinished due to various cir

cumstances, are different from the ending of a conventional western. Häuser, who 

has attained a high degree of skill in the technique of hanging, has decided that the 

execution of a rapist in Danville will be his final job. He challenges fate by taking a 

room in a hotel run by Emilou, who once wished to see Häuser dead but now 

prefers to see him wander around as a hangman, "overweening and the face 

distorted by his longing for justice" (204-05). In the hotel, Häuser awaits his death, 

but the expectation of a "shoot out" is not fulfilled (229). Häuser even begs Butler to 

kill him, but the avenging hero only stares in front of him with hollow eyes. In turn, 

Hauser's eyes are "filled with the panic that the delivering shot would never ring 

out" (230). In the end, the guilty Häuser realizes that worse than being shot is not 

being shot, which is completely contrary to any code in westerns. 

While Butler revenges himself on Häuser by not killing the hangman, direc

tor David McCormack wreaks vengeance upon Hauser-the-actor by giving him a 

lousy leading role. Häuser hated McCormack from the start because the director 

expressed his contempt for "false heroes" (77) like famous cowboy-actor John 

Wayne. McCormack's disdain touches a sensitive spot in Häuser, but the actor is too 

ambitious to refuse the main role the director offers him in his film The Hangman's 

Ballad (78). McCormack's reason for asking the colorless and characterless Hauser 

is to "destroy one of those phantoms which sometimes threatened to make his 

native country a hell of shame" (188). On the set, Häuser expresses his dissatisfac

tion with his role of a "coward brooder" (119), but a coward is precisely what 

McCormack wants, "a pale fool on a lame horse" (185), in the role of "vengeful 

justice" (188). 

Killing for the sake of a noble cause that is supposed to serve the good of the 

community, has always been one of the major constituents of American heroism in 

westerns. These murders may transgress the law, but are nevertheless legitimized 

since they conform to a general sense of justice: witnesses see how the good hero 

shoots out of self-defense or how he kills in order to rescue threatened 

townspeople. The hangman Häuser thinks he fits this category. He kills in the name 

of the law, which is a too strict interpretation of the good of the community. Due to 

his misjudgment, he fails to achieve his goal of becoming a good and faithful 

American. 

In creating a grotesque variation on conventional heroism, McCormack 

attempts to reveal the mean-spirited undercurrent of the pairing law/justice as the 

basis of American heroism. McCormack makes his film in a period, the first half of 

the 1970s, when America, mainly due to its disastrous involvement in the 

Vietnamese war, was in the process of losing its prestige in the world. In this 

period, as many American films about the Vietnam war illustrate, soldiers and 
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veterans are rejected by an American society that came to see these men as 

"emblems of loss, moral failure, or national decline" (Jeffords, Remasculinization 

xiv). The image of America as good and trustworthy was further disrupted by the 

forced resignation of president Richard Nixon, who is described in Ferron's novel as 

a "thoroughly unreliable subject" (185). As a corollary to these developments, 

Americans came to understand that the adage, propagated as truth in numerous 

westerns, that "good is good when it says 'made in USA'" (200) is no longer 

applicable. In the eyes of the director, the actor Häuser embodies everything that is 

wrong with America, since he has blindly pursued the dream of false heroism and 

he considers Häuser a despicable and pathetic figure. In using the patriotic Häuser 

as an object of ridicule, McCormack's film The Hangman's Ballad functions as a left-

wing criticism of the presumed good American identity that, in the eyes of 

opponents of Nixon and of the war in Vietnam, had been lost during the Watergate-

affair and in the jungles of South-East Asia. 

In the meantime, the actor Häuser has started to see the historical relativity 

of the adage that America equals goodness. Partly because of his companionship 

with the drug-addicted hippie Oona, he is directly confronted with the anti-Vietnam 

War demonstrations and other left-wing protests around him. He realizes that the 

American dream is fading, since the endlessly blue sky, invented by Americans, lost 

its color over the course of time. He is deeply confused by the moral decline of 

America, which is captured for him by the double meaning of the term "horse." For 

Häuser as an actor in westerns, (white) horses primarily evoke the "smells of sweat, 

saddles, and manure" (194); for Oona, white horse means drugs. Correspondingly, 

Hauser's dream of unspoiled heroism in westerns is converted into the nightmare 

of American civilization run amok. 

Keeping this shift from dream to nightmare in mind, the name "Hauser" 

becomes symbolically significant. This name is a reference to the famous foundling 

Kaspar Hauser who spent sixteen years of his life in a dark cave. It was rumored that 

Kaspar Hauser was a child of royal origins, kidnapped in 1812 when he was three 

weeks old. He suddenly appeared in the central square of Nuremberg in 1828 as an 

adolescent and tragically died at the age of twenty-one, mortally wounded with a 

knife. Kaspar is seen by many as an intriguing figure, because he embodies the 

romantic myth of the pure human being who lives in harmony with nature and with 

himself. The case of Kaspar evokes the question whether it is possible to see what 

happens to an unspoiled boy when he comes in sudden contact with "corrupted civi

lization" (Zizek, Enjoy 136). The answer is disconcerting. As is known from Kaspar's 

own story, he was totally estranged from himself and could not even recognize 

"himself" m his mirror image. Zizek reads Kaspar as a childish adolescent who 

becomes a "monster figure," since, in the complete vanishing of his "naturalness," 

only the "dirty water" of civilization was left (136). 
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The name "Häuser" urges me to note a similarity between Kaspar and the 

novel's two Hausers. Kaspar becomes a monster when he loses all traces of his 

unspoiled nature due to a too sudden overdose of culture. The two Howard Hausers 

choose to settle in America, since they believe that in this country of blue skies and 

wide spaces men can live in harmony with the dream of Self-Made Manhood. When 

they perceive that America is not as natural and free as they had believed it to be, 

they abandon their own will and turn themselves into instruments of the people's 

will. Their goal is to fully adjust themselves to American culture, but their devotion 

to civilized law and order overshoots the mark. The novel's Hausers can 

correspondingly also be read as monster figures, who blindly support a cause whose 

legitimacy is questionable. Besides this monstrous similarity, there is also a funda

mental difference between Kaspar and the two Howard Hausers, which makes the 

use of the name "Hauser" in De Ballade van de Beul so ironic. Kaspar is a harmless 

boy, who becomes the victim of his inability to adapt himself to corrupted civiliza

tion. By contrast, the novel's two Hausers are victims of their own Utopian dreams 

of an unspoiled land with unlimited opportunities. Whereas Kaspar is inoffensive 

and unstained, the two Hausers are guilty and stained despite all their presumed 

innocence. Their grounds for serving American society - the one as hangman, the 

other as McCarthyite - are opportunistic and appear to run counter to being good 

Americans. 

The ironic use of the name "Häuser" can be read as a political comment, as 

is confirmed by a lecture by Ferron in which he referred to the rise of German fas

cism in the interbelfum-period. The German fascists exploited the discrepancy 

between bombastic idealism and faulty reality. They dangled hopes before their sup

porters to bridge this gap between ideals and reality "in the name of the people, in 

the name of a better world, in the name of the democracy if necessary" ("Tegen het 

Ideaal" 165). The German Nazis tended to commit themselves to an idealistic cause 

and used the references to the people, a better world, and democracy as stop-gaps. 

When the fascists rose to power, they demonstrated their devotion to their country 

by committing crimes in the name of their Fatherland. They believed their deeds 

were excused, since their crimes did not serve a personal goal, but only the good of 

the community. Fascism became such a dangerous, and ultimately anti-democratic, 

movement because the good of the community had been translated into an uncon

ditional obedience to the Leader. Fascism did not result in an egalitarian structure 

seeking a common denominator for all people, but in a hierarchically ordered "dic

tatorship of idealists" ("Tegen het Ideaal" 164). The dictatorship of fascism could 

only maintain power insofar as its supporters were prepared to exchange their own 

free will for a role as instruments in the hands of the rulers who set new standards 

of patriotism. 

In his lecture Ferron confesses his skepticism of inflated ideals that are 
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propagated in order to restore the inescapable flaws of reality. As the history of fas

cism has shown, the idealistic reference to the good of the community can too easi

ly be misused to persuade citizens to support a dubious goal. Fascism owed its suc

cess to the people's willingness to become a tool of its Leader. Instead of the 

pursuit of an idealistic goal that turns citizens into puppets serving the good of the 

community, Ferron prefers the "status quo" (167) of democracy that has been 

restored in postwar Europe after the Nazi Utopia of a Third Reich has been 

shattered in Germany's defeat in war. In his lecture Ferron makes clear that he 

chooses the failings of the democratic social contract out of distrust of the idealism 

of "the dreamers of far paradises" (164-65). The weakness of democracy is at the 

same time its strength, since imperfection is already built-in its system. Whereas a 

dictatorship is based upon a silent acceptance of and a strict obedience to the rules 

of its imperfect leaders, a democratic order allows its people to raise their voices 

against governmental measures. One might even say that citizens' protests prove 

that a democracy works; criticism by its people may be called democracy's defining 

mode of existence. 

De Ballade van de Beul is set in a period when democracy was considered the 

positive answer to a serious crisis in American (moral) politics. America's 

withdrawal from Vietnam and president Nixon's involvement in the Watergate-

affair are proof of the vulnerability and the waning influence of superpower 

America. Both events are also to be regarded as a triumph of democracy, however. 

According to a persistent theory to which some American Vietnam films of the 

eighties gave life, America lost the war in Vietnam because the US soldiers lacked 

support from the homefront. The citizens at home exerted a critical influence on 

government policy (Jeffords, Remasculinization 150). Hence, the withdrawal from 

South-East Asia was basically a consequence of the will of the American people. 

Nixon's forced resignation as a result of the Watergate-controversy can be 

mentioned as another example of the working of democratic principles.4 Many 

people shared "Nixon's opinion that he lost his office because he lost his battle for 

public opinion" (Lang and Lang 95). Since a majority of the American people 

believed that he had manipulated the 1972 elections and had attempted to cover-up 

the scandal, no alternative was left to him but to resign. "Democracy at work," 

became a popular catchphrase in the media and Nixon's substitute Gerald Ford told 

the nation in his inaugural address, "Here the people rule" (qtd. in Lang and Lang 

2) . 

Western Europeans may have been irritated by the frequent references to 

democracy in America in this period for two reasons. First, from their perspective, 

these references may be seen as a makeshift, since the spirit of free enterprise is 

"deeply etched into the national creed" of America (McClosky and Zaller 150). In the 
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eyes of many Western European democrats, this spirit of individualism, which in 

pre-industrial America had promised the Utopian dream of "equal opportunity" for 

everyone, clashes with the (social-)democratic goal of "maximizing the public good" 

(7). According to these Europeans, the democratic aim of the public good can be 

served best in moderating private enterprise.5 In their eyes, the American form of 

democracy is too strongly rooted in a tradition of (rugged) individualism, based 

upon a work ethic without welfare checks for the poor. They think that their own 

version of democracy is - more than the American form with its two-party system 

and laissez-faire liberalism - grounded in (social) collectivism, in particular in coun

tries with a coalitional government, a multi-party system, and a social safety net sys

tem, as in Ferron's home country, the Netherlands. 

Second, Europeans may have been irritated by the (too) quick and serious 

ways in which Americans attempt to gloss over the crisis in politics in the mid-

seventies. Both the disastrous war in Vietnam and Nixon's tricky involvement with 

the Watergate-affair put the moral authority of America in disrepute. As a corollary 

of these events, the United States risk to lose their role as moral constable on the 

international stage. As a compensation for this moral crisis in American politics 

during the mid-seventies, Americans presume on their democratic system. In an 

attempt to uphold the idea that America is not run by a small elite of bad guys, the 

media and the new president Ford explicitly state that the general public rule in the 

United States. This statement can be interpreted by Western Europeans as a slight 

twist. In claiming that the citizens have a strong vote in the United States, 

Americans opportunistically belie their own form of democracy, based upon the 

libertarian principle of the free market, and appropriate a more egalitarian version 

of democracy, which Western Europeans consider more specific to their own 

system.6 

No wonder that Häuser who distrusts social welfare and believes in indivi

dual benefit sighs that the endlessly blue sky, signifier of the American dream, lost 

its color. He sadly acknowledges that the "times are a-changing," to quote a popular 

Bob Dylan-line. Moreover, the external narrator remarks that the history of America 

begins to resemble the history of humanity in general. De Ballade van de Beul can be 

read as a source of Western European malicious pleasure: Americans have always 

prided themselves on their uniqueness, but the only way to keep up their self-con

ceited attitude in the seventies is to get rid of the Utopia of the American dream and 

to imitate the Western European form of democracy. 

This form of democracy has a built-in fallibility. It reminds the people that a 

country is not run simply by principles and ideals, embodied in an infallible Leader, 

but by fallible politicians whose manipulatory vices have to be accepted in advance. 

In the light of this fallibility, we can interpret the phrase that "democracy is the 

worst possible system in the world, the problem is that none is better." Democracy 
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is a bad system, since it is founded upon consensus and mutual agreement among 

politicians. A politics based upon compromises does not often produce the best 

solutions, but rather the least controversial solutions. At the same time, no system 

is better, because the majority of people living in a democracy do not take its ideo

logy too seriously and/or literally. Democratic politicians do not so much aspire to 

making the most perfect decisions, but rather seek the greatest common denomi

nator. Consequently, many people tend to assume an ironic and critical detachment 

to governmental measures. I contend that an attitude of ironic distance is implicit

ly proposed in De Ballade van de Beul. This attitude is displayed by subordinate 

figures like the cynical film director David McCormack, the travelling showman Jim 

Carradyne, and the professional gambler Joe "Fingers" Veluci, who all three 

embrace notions of illusion, play, and fakery. Their ironic attitude functions as a 

counterweight to Hauser's serious devotion to the bombastic slogan - and cliché of 

westerns - "the good of the community." 

The conventions of the western are (mis)used in Ferron's novel to show the 

delusive potential of representations. Häuser seriously believed in those values for 

which the genre is notable: a clearly marked distinction between good and bad, and 

a masculine hero who both serves society and fulfils the American dream of wild 

freedom and rugged individualism, signified by the endlessly blue sky. In Ferron's 

novel, Hauserian dreams of either Self-Made Manhood or a strict sense of law and 

order are exposed as the failed projection of a European emigrant. Conventions of 

the western are used to an ironic effect in De Ballade van de Beul to moderate the 

Utopian dimension in constructions of good American masculinity, imagined as 

tough and self-willed. 

This Utopian dimension has not only been part of male American identity 

throughout the twentieth century, but also of its liberal-democratic system. The tra

dition, partly fuelled by a genre such as the western which has competition at its 

heart, decrees that American democracy has a competitive edge. In a time of politi

cal turmoil this tradition is opportunistically exchanged for the democratic slogan 

that the people rule in America. Within this historical context, De Ballade van de 

Beul can be read as a novel that challenges the Utopia of good American masculini

ty by means of ironizing the genre of the western. The disorder of European demo

cracy is implicitly proposed as a good enough alternative to the failed Utopia of self-

willed American identity. This proposal can at the same time be regarded as 

Europe's retroactive revenge: since World War II Americans have taken themselves 

as politically and morally superior to Europeans, but in a period of crisis they 

embrace an anti-utopian version of democracy in an attempt to be "more European 

than the Europeans themselves." 
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Conclusion 

De Ballade van de Beul can be characterized as a self-reflexive parody.7 As in Lucky 

Luke and the spaghetti films, the novel's ironic view of western generic conventions 

reflects a form of anti-Americanism. In the comic strip series and in Leone's 

westerns, anti-Americanism predominantly functions to displace negative feelings 

about European identity. Despite the representation of America as an uncultivated 

and superficial land, Ferron's De Ballade van de Beul is more self-reflexive, since the 

political value of an ironic distance towards the conventions of American masculine 

heroism is explored in the novel. The main protagonist Howard Häuser takes these 

conventions seriously and his earnestness makes him an anti-hero. He fantasizes 

that he is a good American and, therefore, a real man in either exploring the wide 

country or in over-identifying with law and order. 

Both choices do not make him a man. The first is hypermasculine and pro

vokes a sense of guilt. The second conflates masculinity with the letter of the law, a 

peculiar association in the genre of the western, which conventionally glorifies mas

culinity as a matter of justice. In the western, real men tend to identify with a trans

gression of the law. In turn, this identification itself is problematized in Ferron's 

novel. The good avenging hero Butler initially thinks he is fully justified in killing 

Hauser-the-hangman, but he has to revise his opinion. He begins to wonder 

whether his version of masculinity, based on the principle of taking the law into 

one's own hands, is not as illegitimate as blindly executing the law. Whereas the 

genre of the western has traditionally implied the validity of Butler's version of mas

culinity as the basis of American society, masculinity is located in De Ballade van de 

Beul in the narrow, perhaps even non-existent, margins between justice and law, 

enacted in the service of the democratic social contract. In terms of the confronta

tion between Häuser and Butler, this means that the proper punishment for Häuser 

is neither being shot in a gunfight (which would be justice), nor death by hanging 

(which would be lynch law): Hauser's life is spared in order to make him realize that 

he is guilty of over-boldness and naive idealism. 

In his adoration of the genre of the western, Häuser seriously tried to be 

"more American than the Americans themselves." He was ridiculed by figures who 

cherished the principles of play and irony. Simultaneously, the immaculate perfec

tion of America is exposed in De Ballade van de Beul as no more than mere 

appearance. Owing to this exposure, the American dream of free enterprise and 

Self-Made Manhood is exchanged for the imperfection of Western European 

democracy. De Ballade van de Beul can be seen as a form of backward malicious 

pleasure: Americans presume they are better than Europeans, but in the meantime 

they aim to be "more European than the Europeans themselves." Therefore, the ulti

mate object of ridicule are those figures who betray their own cultural history. 

Europeans who think they can find in all seriousness a far paradise in America and 
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Americans who aim to cover up a domestic crisis by declaring in deadly earnest that 

the value of the public good rules in their country, even while this value is more 

alien to the United States than to Western Europe. 


